Cauchy singular integral equations on an interval are studied in weighted spaces of continuous functions. Convergence rates for a general method for their numerical solution are proved in weighted uniform norms. Applications of these results to the collocation method and the quadrature method are given.
I. Introduction
The present paper contains an immediate continuation of the investigations in [4] and presents a new concept for studying weighted uniform convergence of polynomial approximation methods like collocation and quadrature methods and proving error estimates. The main tool in this approach is to define weighted spaces of continuous functions depending on the order of best weighted uniform approximation by algebraic polynomials and to study the mapping properties of the Cauchy singular integral operator as well as of integral operators with regular and weakly singular kernels. So it becomes also possible to investigate collocation and quadrature methods in case of Cauchy singular integral equations with weakly singular perturbation kernels in weighted spaces of continuous functions. Such equations were studied recently in special cases and error estimates were given in other norms. The paper [10] deals with the weighted L2-convergence of the quadrature method. In [1, 8] the case of a logarithmic singularity is investigated in weighted Sobolev spaces. In [5] weighted uniform convergence of collocation and discrete collocation methods is considered for Cauchy singular integral equations with constant coefficients and weakly singular perturbation kernels of the form h(
x,t) = H(x,t)lt -x[ -~ .
The paper is organized as follows. In Sections 2 and 3 we agree upon some notations and give the definitions of the function spaces and some auxiliary material. Section 4 is devoted to the proofs of the mapping properties of the occurring operators. Section 5 gives a general view on our approach for investigating polynomial approximation methods in weighted uniform norms. In Section 6 collocation and quadrature methods are considered, and Section 7 presents some numerical results.
Notations
We consider Cauchy singular integral equations of the form
a(x)v(x) + 1 f b(t)v(t) dt + 1 fl ..... ho(x,t)v(t)dt = f(x)
, x E (-1,1) (2.1)
J-1 t--x n J_l or a(x)v(x) + b(x) 1 v(t) dt + -ho(x,t)v(t)dt = fo(x),
x E (--1, 1) (2. 
2) we define h(x, t) = c(x)ho(x, t) and f(x) = c(x)fo(x). Then, instead of (2.1) and (2.2), we investigate the equivalent equations if I B(t)u(t)a(t) if 1 a(x)ao(X)U(X) ÷ -tZ x dt + -h(x,t)u(t)a(t)dt = f(x)
(2.3) 7r 1 7r, 1 and
B(x) /'_ u(t)a(t) dt + l f~ a(x)ao(X)U(X) + ---h(x, t)u(t)a(t) dt = f(x),

7~ 1 t--x 7[ 1
respectively. We will write these equations in short form as Aou + Ku = f (2.4) (2.5) and Au + Ku = f, (2.6) where A0 = aaoI + SBaI = aaoI + Sbaol, A = aaoI + BSaI, and
if, v(t) dt, (Ku)(x) if_, -
= -h(x, t)u(t)a(t) dt. (Sv)(x)= 7c -l t-X 7z 1
I denotes the identity operator.
Function Spaces
2 By L 2 = L](-1, 1 ) and L~ = L~(-1, 1 ) we denote the Hilbert spaces of all quadratic integrable functions with respect to the weights ~ = a and m = #, respectively, endowed with the scalar product
and the norm I lull = <u, 2, Further, for x/> 0, we define the following closed subspaces of L~: 2 2 L2a3,K : 
Consequently, f E C~,~. Let ¢ > 0. Then there exists an m0 E ~, such that Hf~-fmHp,~,a<<,e for all l,m>~mo. For n = 1,2,... we choose l(n)>~mo, such that Uf-fl(,)[[~,;,~ ~<eb,. We get for all m>~mo Then, for f E d{ and Ix-t[ < 6, 
where we choose ~ E (0,min{1,r-7}) in case r > 7 and set e = 0 in case r = 7-Since
xo+l<~n<l/h nl-e dl and assertion (a) is proved. To prove (b) we conclude from Theorem 3.6 that, for n >~r, 1 ).
Lemma 4.3. (cf. Criscuolo et al. [6]). Let O<,p,r < 1. There is a constant c ~ ¢(t), such that
/11 ____ dx ( 1--_~ ) v-P'-~(x) <<.cv-P'-~(t) log + 1 t E (-1,
x--t
Proof.
Using the inequalities
for xE(½t+l,1),
we obtain
Ix tl dx + v-P'-~(t) d(t--1)/2 X --t [(I+1)/2 I(1 +x) -(1 + t) -~]
Ix t I dx
The substitution 1 +x = y(1 + t) leads to
The integral on the fight-hand side is bounded for t ~> 0. For t < 0 we can estimate
Analogously, we get Proof. Since Ilfll=-s-,{.-~} ~<cllfll=-s-,~, it suffices to prove the proposition with ~ = {n-Y}. We
. Thus, we can write
If_ v(x)-t(t) f(x)v-"-'(x)dx
(Aof)(t) = a(t)#o(t)f(t) -~ ] x { f[ v-~+'-r(x) v(t) f(t)v~-,~-(t ) x~ t dx (4.4)
7~ 1 "~-i -11 f(x)v~-3-(x) -f(t)v'-'fl-(t)v-~+'-fl+ (x)dx} -t We have ]a(t)l~o(t)f(t)l <<.eNfll~,,-,,-v-'+'-'+(t) and, in view of
f' it -xln-l(1 -t)-~(1 x E (-1, 1), (4.5)
Furthermore, with the help of Lemma 4.3, we get
We split into two terms the last integral on the right-hand side of (4.4),
With the help of 
cllfll=-s-,~ for some 0 < 0 < ½7 (see Lemma 3.11), we get
dt_(l+t)/(2n 2) X -t n 20
So we have proved
I(Aof)(t)v=+'a+(t)l~cllf[I~,=-s-
Applying (4.7) with f-P., where P. E P. and IIf-P.II~,~-,~-= E~-3-(f), we get
~<c Ilflln;a-'~ (1 + log 1 -t where we used 0 < 571 and
Thus, we have (in the sense of C~++o/23++o/2) Proof. Set Cn = n-L Then K E L#(C=°/~+, C~_ 3_ ). Consequently, in view of Proposition 4.7, ~K E ~=+,~+ j. Now the assertion follows from Lemma 3.
[] In what follows h E C~,a M Cv,;, t means that g(x,t) := h(x,t)vP'~(x)vV'~(t) E C([-1,1] 2) and ht'; E C~ uniformly with respect to t E [-1, 1], where ht'~(x) = h(x,t)vv'v(t):= g(x,t)/vP'*(x).
Lemma 4.11. Let h E C~a M Cv,~, '. Then there exists a sequence {Pn}~°=l of polynomials P,(x, t) = ~j=o c,j(t) xj of degree not greater than n in x, such that c,:(t)v~,~(t) is piecewise constant for all j = O,...,n and
sup I(h(x,t)-P,(x,t))vPa(x)v~'~(t)l~cb,, n = 1,2,..., (4.10)
where c # c(n). 
Proof. For t E [-1, 11, let pt E P, with liP t -hT,~lloo,o,~ = Eff,~(hT,~). Since the function g(x,t) = h(x, t)vPa(x)v~,~(t) is uniformly continuous on
[-1, 1] 2, there is a constant 6 = 6(n) > 0, such that sup IPt,'(x)vP'*(x) -g(x, t2)l ~< IIP~' -h,V,'~[l~,p,, + sup [g(x,t~) -g(x, t2)l <~cb, xE[--1,1] xE[--170 -(v + c~-), 7N+l --(g + fl-) > --1.
If h E C~ a fq Cv,~, t then K E £#(C~+,~+, C~).
Proof. Let u E C,+,~+. We have 
Thus,
fl Pn(x,t)_P.(t,t)u(t)a(t)d t E P,. Q,(x) = ~ x -t
We choose a natural number m~>(2 + 6)/(20). With the help of (4.10) and Markov's inequality 
I x -tI °-1 v -~-'-~-(t) dt <~ cv -~-'-~-(x) dx--(l+x)/(2n2m)
Cn--~l) For such sequences we write C~:q and II • Ilp,~,7,q instead of C ~p,¢ and II • IIp,~,~ , respectively.
As a more special case of a weakly singular integral operator, now we study an operator K defined by We will prove the proposition in this form. At first consider the case 0 < 7 < 1. For u E c~;q,a+ we have 14) where 
: /+( h/ 2)( X) kl ( xq-h_ ~tp(x),t/~ u(t)v~'fl(t)dt -J-lfX-(h/2)~°(x) kl (x --~¢p(x),h t) u(t)v~,fl(t)d t h ~< Ilull~,~+,,+ l,x-(h/=)~(x)
+ f/l(h/2)~(X) kl (x+ hqo(x),t)-kl (x-htp(x),t) v-~-,-fl-(t)dt}
<<.cllulloo,~+,a+v-~-,-a-(x) h~ log q h -I ,
where 
fc(x,t) = -k,(¢x + (1 -¢)t,t) d~ (4.18)
and Proposition 4.12, this holds also true for the operator T1. Thus, together with Corollary 3.10 we obtain --
~< log q+l n E~-'#-(Ku)<~C-E~n_[ ((Ku) t) .,~c
Ilull=+,~+,~,q Since K E ~a(C~+,a+, Co-,Z-) is obvious, the assertion follows in case of 0 < y < 1. Now assume that the assertion is true for 0 < y < p E N \ {0} and that the conditions of the proposition are fulfilled for some y with p < 7 < P + 1. Again we use (4.14) and remark that K ( 
General convergence theorems
Let p, ~ >~ 0 be constants with p~<~-, z~<~-. i.e., u E L~,~, respectively. If we suppose that K E , , 5¢(C~+ ~+, C~_ ~_ ) and f E C~_,~_, then, in view of Propositions 4.2 and 4.7, this problem is equivalent to searching for a solution u E C~°b÷ of
u(t)B(t)f~(t) dt = u(t)b(t)tiao(t)
dt
If u(t)t~a(t)dt=O,
where we consider the operator on the left-hand side as an operator in C~°t~+. Now, suppose that f E Cp~f and let K. E 5f(C~°B+,Bp,~) be an approximation for the operator K in a later described sence. To find an approximate solution of (5.5) we look for a polynomial u. E Pm. Proof. For U n E X n we have [[unl[, n>>-no (1) and (5) are fulfilled.
I1(I + T.)unl[ >>. I1(I + T)u.ll -[I(T. -T)unll >>-
Ilu.II I1(1 + T)-'llx-~x -IIT~ -TIIx~-~xllu.ll.
Thus, I1(/+ T.)u~ll ~c
Collocation and quadrature methods
Now we apply Theorems 5.4 and 5.6 with special operators K,. As in Section 5 we denote by L, the interpolation operator with respect to the partition Xn = {Xnl...Xnm,} which satisfies (5.2) with p~<~-, "c~</~-. In Section 5 we have seen that Eq. (2.3) or (2.4) with the additional conditions (5.3) or (5.4) and the corresponding approximate equations are equivalent to (5.5) and (5.6) in case /> 0. At first we consider the collocation method, i.e., the case K, = K. 
k(x,t)-k(t,t) h(x,t)= x--t where k(x,t) = H(x,t)(x -t)lx -tl -¢ .
k E C°'r'([-1,112)c C r''° fq Co,o,t 0,0,x
P. Junghanns, U. Luther~Journal of Computational and Applied Mathematics 77 (1997) 201-237
Under the same assumptions it follows if IILnll~-,~-~<elogn. Proof. Let r/ < r/' < 1. In the same way as the operator K (1) (6.11)
In case of h(x, t) = k(x, t)log Ix-tl = (it(x, t) -fc(t, t))/(x -t) with/~(x, t) = k(x, t)(x-t)log ]x-tl,
=k~d
We remark, that K,u is bounded and piecewise continuous for u E C~÷3+. n?
where c ¢ c(n).
Proof.
Let ~n(~ 2) be the set of all polynomials P(x,t) of degree ~<n in each variable. Choose a natural number r > 7. We have (see [7, Theorem 12 og~(f,6)o~<~e6 r ~ (n--k 1)~-lEn(f), 0 < 6 < 1.
O<~n<~ l/6
We can estimate the right-hand side for f = kt °'° and f = kx °,° in the same way as in the proof of Corollary 3.8 (with G(x) from Remark 3.9), and so we get Proof. , t) ) <<. cn -~ log q n and, consequently, E,(k(t, t)) <<. cn -~ log q n. Thus, taking (k°'°(t) -k(t, t))(x)= 0 into account, we obtain Ilkx°'°(t) -k(t, t) -(P~'X(t) -enk'X(x))ll ~ ~<c l°gq n n~ (6.13)
For P C IZm.+~_l we set U2,_l(t ) :----P(t)(Pkn'X(t)-Pk,'X(x))/(x-t) (C ~z2n-1). With the help of (6.13) we deduce 
p~,x(t) -pkn,X(x ) v-~-,-~-(t)dt
Using the mean value theorem and (3.1) we get 
We remark that these results allow us to weaken, e.g., the conditions on the right hand side of the original equation (i.e., to choose f from a greater function space), while the convergence of the approximate solutions is stated in a weaker norm.
To ensure that C~+,~+ c L 2 and C~-,~-c L~ one must assume that ~++ ~-< 1 and fl++ r-< 1. Only in this case the derivation of the equivalent formulations (5.5) and (5.6) for x ~>0 remain true with ~± and r± from Remark 4.16. In the general case one can show that the equivalence remains true if the original problem (2.3) or (2.4) is considered in appropriate pairs of C~-spaces and the additional conditions (1), (2), (5) and (6) are assumed to be satisfied.
Numerical examples
In the following examples, by L,~,~(v ~'6) (Ln(1) ~'6) = L,,0,0(v~'6)) we denote the Lagrange inter- 7, 6 polation operator with respect to the nodes Ynj, j = 1 .... ,S, Zi, i = 1,...,r, and the zeros x,k, k = 1 .... ,n, of the Jacob± polynomial of degree n with respect to vr,6(x), where we assume that y,6 y,6
-1 <-Yn~ < "'" < Y,s < x,1 < "'" < Xn, < Z,I < "'" < Znr ~ 1.
In each case we choose r, s, and the nodes y,j, zni in such a way that the weighted Lebesque constant in the error estimates is of order O(logn) (cf. Moreover,
l arcsin t and --dt = ~r log 2. One can easily check that u*(t) = x/q--t 2 is the solution of (A + K)u = f for We have f C C~,ff and h E C~,o,xN~(3/2)_e,(3/2)_e, t for each c E (0, 1/2).We choose L, = Ln,l,l(vl/2'l/2), Ynl = -1, Znl = 1. Theorem 6.8 (i.e., Kn from (6.8)) for p = z = 0 yields (see Table 2 ) C In the following example we consider a weakly singular perturbation kemel and approximate the respective integral operator with the help of the quadrature rule (6.1 1) as well as with the help of (6.8) . Remark that in the second case no theoretical result is presented here. But, the numerical results seem to show that we have a lack in the theory and that further investigations are necessary. The function u*(t) ~ 1 is the solution of (A + K)u = f for Table 3 ).
4x22x(1-X2)logl-X ;~ -xz f(x)
=
Yx
